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BMC Series Editorial Production Team

Dear Sir,

**Author list:** Gary T Ko, Wing-Yee So, Peter Tong, Francois Le Coguiec, Deborah Kerr, Greg Lyubomirsky, Beaver Tamesis, Troels Wolthers, Jennifer Nan and Juliana Chan

**Title:** From Design To Implementation - The Joint Asia Diabetes Evaluation (JADE) Program: A Descriptive Report of An Electronic Web-based Diabetes Management Program

**Journal:** BMC Medical Informatics and Decision Making

**MS ID:** 1699931853100915

Thank you very much for your letter dated 6th June 2010. We values comments from you and your Team and revised the paper accordingly. Please find a summary with point-by-point response.

Yours sincerely,

Gary Ko, MD, FRCPI
Department of Medicine and Therapeutics
Prince of Wales Hospital, Shatin
Hong Kong
Response to suggestions

Major revisions

Abstract:
The abstract is revised to follow the correct structure for a Technical Advance article with headings: Background, Methods, Results, Conclusions

Main manuscript:
We have formatted it as the following headings:
Abstract, Background, Results, Discussion, Conclusions, Methods, Authors' contributions, Acknowledgements, References

Figures:
Figure titles are provided in the last page of the manuscript.

Minor revisions

Title page:
Short running title was removed.

Email address:
Revised as suggested.

Abstract:
Keywords and word-count were removed.

Tables:
The visible vertical lines were removed from the table.

Additional file 1:
This is now removed.

Typography:
Typographical errors were revised. Some relevant references were updated.